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The Ultimate Honky-Tonk music of Dusty Woods has its roots in years
of bar-band experience. Shaped by country, blues and rock 'n roll
influences such as Lefty Frizell, Buddy Holly, Jerry Lee Lewis, Eddie
Cochran, BB King and Muddy Waters, Dusty has always been a strong
supporter of genuine honky-tonk, from traditional country to blues.
Some musicians make you want to dance - Dusty makes you GOTTA
dance!
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COUNTRY:
THE SOUND OF LONESOME ALBUM (12 tracks): Honky-tonk country in a
nutshell! Dusty's first album and still one of his most popular. 12 tracks of slice
of life, cry-in-your-beer classic country with touches of outlaw country and
blues. The album includes everything from a country waltz to the dramatic
country rock of I Understand, and a variety of familiar "feels" like the Ray Price
flavour in There Stands the Jukebox. Listen also or flavours of Waylon
Jennings, Buddy Holly, Ricky Nelson, even a touch of BB King. Like all of
Dusty's country albums, "The Sound of Lonesome" features a wide range of
honky-tonk country styles.
THE SOUND OF LONESOME ALBUM: $12.00 CAD ($10.00 USD)

The Sound of Lonesome (2:50): I know the sound my heart makes when it's
breakin' / it sounds just like when you walked out the door.... What does lonesome sound like? Listen and learn.
Traditional, cry-in-your-beer country with a Waylon beat, lots of twang and real-life lyrics.
Sing the Blues, Country Boy (2:16): She was the only love you've ever known / that's why it hurts to wake up and find
that you're alone... Lively country shuffle about loving and losing - she's gone, she's not coming back; sing the blues,
country boy. Typical bar-band music with a danceable beat.
The Best Thing (I'll Never Do) (2:50): This morning I looked in the mirror / just to see how I'd look without you… Country
weeper in slow-dance waltz time about trying to get over an old love. She's gone and he'll forget her - NEVER.
Grey-Eyed Woman (2:28): Wants to try to settle me down / now I'm learning to be true… A blend of Buddy Holly and
Ricky Nelson in a lively country-rock love song with a bit of 50s flavour. A tribute to a beautiful woman.
Next Time for Sure (2:20) This time I almost made it all the way out the door / someday I swear I'm going to leave you...
Pure honky-tonk shuffle about a rocky love affair. Provides most of your daily requirement of Telecaster twang.
I Understand (4:02) Then one night in a honky-tonk it all comes back on you / You start to come down, it’s just another
town, you don’t know what to do... Stark, brooding country rock about the dark side of the musician's life. Dedicated to all
my fellow pickers who didn't make it.
There Stands the Jukebox (3:19) I wish that I could tell you how my story ends / How the fool finds a brand new love
and how his poor heart mends... Medium-fast traditional country with Ray Price flavour, verging on western swing.
Nothing's Changed (3:51) I’m still here and she’s still gone / You know, love comes and goes, but the blues stay on and
on... Something different - a BB King-style slow blues but with a bit of country twang. She's gone, I'm still here and it's
just the same ol', same ol'.
As Long As There's a Jukebox (3:21) She may not be gone forever / but she's sure gone for the night... Lively, classic
up-tempo two-step with a lot of twang, a Waylon/outlaw beat and an authentic "loving and losing" vocal. A song about a
cheating woman and the guy who loves her too much to leave.
What I'm All About (3:07): I’m a little bit rowdy, I’m a little bit shy / A little bit of crazy look in my eye... A bit of country
whimsy with a lot of Dusty truth in it. A Cajun feel to this one with accordion added to the guitars and drums.
Two Hearts Beating (2:53): We're dancin' to the sound of two hearts beating.... A country love song with a 50s feel, a
Latin beat and an intimate sound. Two young people - all they've got is each other. Sometimes that's enough.
We've Got A Real Thing (2:22): We ain't good lookin, but honey, ain't we got style!... A love song for the rest of us!
Happy country shuffle with a light tone.
All songs ©1998 Ronald J. Woods, all rights reserved. This compilation ©1998 Ronald J. Woods, all rights reserved. Graphics ©1998
Jeri-Lynn Woods, all rights reserved. Album produced, manufactured, and distributed by R.J. Woods Productions. Unauthorized
duplication is a violation of applicable laws. Made in Canada.
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COUNTRY:
TOO OLD TO BOOGIE, TOO YOUNG TO DIE ALBUM (12 tracks): Dusty's
second album has been described as a country boy's "Night Moves". An
album for all the "boomers" out there (and anyone else who likes good
country). There's a taste of humourous 50s rock in Too Old To Boogie, plus
fast shuffles, Canadiana (On My Way Again), pure honky-tonk country, and
the obligatory country weeper. Listen for flavours of Faron Young and Willie
Nelson. (Album trivia: the man on the album cover is Mrs. Dusty's greatgreat grandfather.)
TOO OLD TO BOOGIE, TOO YOUNG TO DIE ALBUM: $12.00 CAD ($10.00
USD)

Too Old to Boogie (2:23) Don't say it too loud / you might make me cry...
Boomer anthem about the joys of middle age, with humourous vocals and a driving country-boogie beat.
On My Way Again (3:20) Checking out of Calgary, leaving it far behind… Relaxed Canadiana country-folk ballad about
moving on. Combines a feeling of freedom and with a bit of nostalgic weariness. Pretty, slow and a little sad.
Incredible Drinkin' Man (3:57) Halfway through my second pitcher, falling in and out of trouble / tryin' to work my nerve
up to go home... Pure country honky-tonk with an authentic bar-band sound. Like any true country song, this one tells a
story.
Does Goodbye Always Follow I Love You (2:17) You're leaving me again just like a hundred times before / the way
you always swore you'd never do… Faron Young style country shuffle, fast and danceable with plenty of twang.
Poor Company (3:26) When I get to drinking / to keep myself from thinking / you wouldn't want to know me... Losing and
spirituality thought a whiskey haze. Classic bar-band country with high lonesome, cry-in-your-beer vocal.
Billy's Gotta Rock (2:43) He plays for the money / he plays for the beer / he'll play any song that you want to hear....
Driving, light-hearted 50s rock 'n roll anthem about an aging musician still out there rockin'.
Love in Three-Quarter Time (3:24) I still like to make love in three-quarter time / so please save a slow one for me...
Newer isn't always better, and romance never goes out of style. A tender, old-fashioned country love song in waltz time.
Minimal instrumentation adds to the feeling of old-fashioned simplicity.
Nineteen Ninety-Five (2:11) Sometimes he wonders if it's been worth the wait / he ain't had a hit now since 1968…
Where are the guitar heroes of yesterday? Acoustic country-folk with a beat - a tribute to the older stars who've mostly
been forgotten by everyone but the late night TV hucksters.
One More Singin' Cowboy (2:07) I never heard you singing on the jukebox / the radio don't play your kind of song... A
country picker approaches the end of the road in a mid-tempo country two-step with lots of twang. A tribute to the
pioneers and the road runners of yesterday.
Wait Until I'm Gone (3:15) Just another day or two and you'll be over me / but I kind of wish you'd wait until I'm gone....
Ironic country vocal about loving and losing, in a 50s-flavoured honky-tonk shuffle with rock lead guitar.
Today's the Day (3:03) Coffee from a dirty cup / close your eyes and drink it up / don't call around, you'll just wake up
your friends.... Willie Nelson-style country weeper, slow and moody, with interesting rock guitar lead and fills. Brilliantly
captures the hopeless hoping after a love has gone.
Long Gone Rock 'n' Roll Blues (2:05) It was great but it's late / and I can't find my blue suede shoes / I paid my dues...
Bouncy rock 'n roll with a light-hearted, mildly nostalgic vocal. A loving look back at the 50s - for some of us the music
never died.
"Too Old To Boogie, Too Young To Die" album written, arranged, performed, produced, manufactured, and distributed by R.J. Woods.
All songs 1999 R.J. Woods, all rights reserved. This compilation 1999 R.J. Woods, all rights reserved. Graphics ©1999 Jeri-Lynn
Woods, all rights reserved. Unauthorized duplication is a violation of applicable laws. Made in Canada.
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COUNTRY:
STRAIGHT UP, NO ROCKS ALBUM (12 tracks): Solid country honky-tonk
the way Dusty likes it - straight up. Cry-in-your-beer country, country rock, a
two-step with a definite Canadian flavour, and the defiant swamp-rock of
Straight Up. Listen for flavours of Hank Williams Jr., Merle Haggard and
Dwight Yoakum. Special note: Memory Lane is dedicated to Dusty's dad. All
profits from Memory Lane will be donated to the Alzheimer's Society.
STRAIGHT UP, NO ROCKS ALBUM: $12.00 CAD ($10.00 USD)

Straight Up (2:58) It's getting so nowadays I don't even turn on the radio /
they don't play nothin' I want to hear... Forceful, defiant swamp rock with a
moody take on the current state of country music and Nashville. Sounds like a
Hank Jr. rant.
Since You Fell (3:26) I'm not drunk tonight, I wanted you to know / I passed that point several drinks ago... Classic cryin-your beer country about losing her love, from the twangy guitar to the very country vocal. Slow and sad; reminiscent of
early Merle Haggard.
Settle-Down Kind (2:08) Somewhere on the blacktop or down a gravel road / there must be something I need to find…
Some folks are just born to wander. Light and lively country song about a wandering man. Toe-tapping beat contributes
to the moving-on feeling.
For All Time (4:52) You'll walk the aisle and say those vows / I won't see it, but I'll know somehow… Slow, sad country
ballad - she's getting married, but not to him. Clean, minimal instrumentation contributes to the tender heartbreak.
Stumble Inn (3:21) I got a table at the Stumble Inn / where I'm sitting with all my friends / a bottle of whiskey and
lowdown memories... Rockin' country song about a place we all need to go now and then to cry in our beer. Traditional
country lyrics with driving country rock instrumentation.
I Wish I Could Have Heard It From You (3:51) I guess now I know you no longer love me / but I wish I could have heard
it from you... She's already moved on and he didn't even know they'd broken up. Slow, sad ballad with a quintessential
country weeper vocal and lots of twang.
I Saw The Saucer (2:16) Heard a funny noise, went to look outside / it was the little green men come to take me for a
ride... The story of a good ol' boy, a saucer, and a bunch of little green dudes, in a light-hearted country rock vocal. This
wasn't as well recorded as I would have liked, but too funny to do over.
Cold Wind From Montana (3:07) Nighttime on the prairies / there's a sad Alberta moon… Country two-step about loving
and losing, with twangy guitar and a Canadiana flavour.
Eugene (2:19) Traded in his saddle for a brand-new pickup truck / ain't as much excitement, but at least the thing don't
buck… Acoustic country-folk with a light touch and a story based on real life. I met Eugene Johnny out in the Chilcotin
country in B.C. You never know where a song will be born - or when.
Cruel, Cruel Fool (2:06) Hello mirror, what do you say / are you strong enough to face another day... Too late for
regrets. Classic Dwight-Yoakum style Bakersfield country song about loving and losing. Fast and driving, with lots of
harmonies.
Memory Lane (3:01) When a man's been so strong / it's hard to watch him just fade away… Sad country ballad about a
strong man fading away. Dedicated to my Dad, Hank Woods, who died with Alzheimer's. All proceeds from this song will
be donated to the Alzheimer's Society.
Modern Day Hero (3:11) He works in the mines and he drives for a living / he fishes the oceans and serves in the
stores.... No super-hero muscles or space guns - just a straightforward yet evocative country-folk song for the real heroes
we see every day. Dedicated to all the guys out there who do what they have to, with no thanks from modern society.
"Straight Up, No Rocks" album written, arranged, performed, produced, manufactured, and distributed by R.J. Woods. All songs ©2000
R.J. Woods, all rights reserved. This compilation ©2000 R.J. Woods, all rights reserved. Graphics ©2000 Jeri-Lynn Woods, all rights
reserved. Unauthorized duplication is a violation of applicable laws. Made in Canada.
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COUNTRY:
PATCHWORK ALBUM (12 tracks). More drinkin' and cryin' and cheatin'
country from Dusty to you - light and lively classic country with a touch of
blues. You'll find everything from Canadian country/rockabilly to country
weepers like What A Friend (I Lost Last Night), a little country rock, even a
50s-type ballad. Listen for flavours of Sun Label rockabilly (Blue Alberta
Moon), bluegrass, and Sons of the Pioneers (I Don't Mind).
PATCHWORK ALBUM: $12.00 CAD ($10.00 USD)

Lights Of Nashville (2:43): A suitcase and an old guitar, and a poor boy's
dreams/ but I found out Nashville is not all that it seems... Dream meets
reality in Music City. Up-tempo country rock with vocal about the vagaries of
fame and fortune. I lived in Nashville and played there; this song is a slice of
reality with a lively shuffle beat.
Slow Dancing With You (2:33): Each time I see you it's like the first time / when our love was young and new... Slow
romantic fifties-style ballad reminiscent of Oh Donna and You Send Me.. Lots of feeling and quite a few doo-wops thrown
in.
Blue Alberta Moon (2:14): He's shined his shoes and got himself a haircut / his aftershave would make you want to
swoon... Light-hearted romance - something we don't see much of these days. Canadiana country with touches of early
Sun Label rockabilly - a bit old-fashioned but maybe that's not a bad thing.
Red Deer Crossing (4:03). Instrumental country with a "Hollywood Indian" sound, extended but driving. Lively with a
touch of foreboding. A reflection on the history of the Canadian west - based on the original name of the city of Red Deer,
Alberta.
What A Friend (I Lost Last Night) (2:50): What made me say the things I said / now our love is lying cold and dead...
The downside of love. Bluegrass harmonies in a traditional country honky-tonk weeper with a solid beat.
Halfway Tempted (2:27): We were perfect strangers when we walked through the door / I asked her for just one dance,
and then one more... Charming, old-fashioned love story in a lively country shuffle. A song that evokes the innocence
that once was young love.
This Country Boy (2:43): I need some serious boogie-woogie, that's my heart's delight / and this country boy is gonna
rock 'n roll tonight... Good-time driving country rock. Fast and fun honky-tonk. Weekend's here, work's done and it's time
to get rowdy!
Full Size Vocal (3:01): I'm built solid, ain't built for pretty / if you're gonna be a bear, might as well be a grizzly... We're
not all slim and sexy (well, at least not slim). A song about living life "full size". Fun, lively country song with a bit of wry,
non-politically-correct truth to it.
I Don't Mind Vocal (4:01): I'd give all I own to see you happy / go ahead and break my heart, I don't mind... Sometimes
it's nobler to step aside. Slow country ballad, with a classic weeper vocal, Sons of the Pioneers harmonies and a good
beat for dancing.
Country Saturday Night (2:47): Papa's got the banjo, I'm here with my guitar, and Uncle Joe is looking for a fight…
Upbeat country two-step with humourous and happy vocal and a bit of an attitude.
Speechless (3:19): Tasty, medium-slow, romantic country instrumental evokes a feeling of space and peace, yet has
lots of twang. (So what else would you call an instrumental?)
It's Never Too Late (2:11): I'm going to live it up / until they lay me down / it's never too late to die young... There's no
cool like an old cool. A little light-hearted country-flavoured philosophy with a touch of rockabilly and doo-wops. A fun
and raucous bit of truth.
"Patchwork" album arranged, performed, produced, manufactured, and distributed by R.J. Woods. All songs ©2002 R.J. Woods, all
rights reserved. This compilation ©2002 R.J. Woods, all rights reserved. Graphics and graphic design ©2002 Jeri-Lynn Woods, all
rights reserved. Unauthorized duplication is a violation of applicable laws. Made in Canada.
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COUNTRY:
TELE-PICKIN' BANDIT ALBUM (12 Tracks). Reflecting on the light side and
the dark side of the life of a road musician, this album moves through the
moods of country music, from light-hearted "party" music like Tele-Pickin'
Bandit to humourous songs to lovin' and losin' and the pain of the musician's
life (The Road). Listen for flavours of Ricky Scaggs, Jerry Reed and George
Jones. Released in 2009 as the country side of the double album "50" to
commemorate my 50th year as an entertainer. This album is dedicated to the
members of the Brotherhood of Telecaster Bandits (the BTB) still out there on
the road picking and trying hard to grin.
TELE-PICKIN' BANDIT ALBUM: $12.00 CAD ($10.00 USD)

Tele-Pickin' Bandit (2:58): Good-for-nothing, no-account Tele-pickin' bandit,
playing in a four-piece Bandit band... Light-hearted, mid-speed country rock about the road and the pickers who travel it.
Title track for my country album commemorating my 50th year (sheesh!) as an entertainer. I can't be that old, can I?
Party At The Honky-Tonk (1:58): There's a party at the honky-tonk / I'm havin' a ball, might not go home at all... Lively
honky-tonk with fun vocal. Loud and rowdy with distorted lead guitar and fast country-rock feel. There's a party at the
honky-tonk and I don't want to miss a minute!
Leaving Time (4:19): You won't see me any more / if I can just get through that door... A song about loving someone and
having to leave anyway. Extended Canadiana country-rock ballad, slow and sad with a bit of a rock feel in the guitars and
arrangement.
Crawdad (2:30): Yonder comes a man with a sack on his back / you know he's got more crawdads than he can pack...
Fast rockabilly version of the traditional bluegrass standard "Crawdad Hole". Has the feel of a casual jam.
I Hate Trains (2:33): I drove her to the station in my pickup truck, I watched her get on board / she had a one-way ticket said it's all she can afford ... Fun country novelty track about all the things a guy's baby used to mess him up. Upbeat
country comedy at its silliest.
Bad Winter (2:40): It used to be springtime in my heart / winter set in when we fell apart... Country vocal about losing,
with a Ricky Skaggs feel to the instrumentation. Twin lead guitars play in a call-and-response style.
Sho 'Nuff Instrumental (2:19): A little fun bluegrass instrumental with a ringing tone, a touch of 50s rock and a bit of
Travis picking. Obviously Jerry Reed and Chet Atkins have nothing to worry about but I had fun doing it.
This Side Of Lonesome (3:00): It seems I'm alone now more than most would choose / on this side of lonesome, just
me and the blues... When love dies, some go crazy and some just go home. Slow country weeper proves once again
that country music is all about the blues.
The Fool In The Mirror (3:45): Oh, I'd be all right if I couldn't see / that fool in the mirror who looks just like me... Slow,
sad waltz-time cry-in-your-beer country. Has the feel of a classic George Jones song.
Kelly Called (3:12): I thought my world would mend / some day we could be friends... Sometimes you think it's over - yet
you're surprised to see that it really is. Medium-slow country ballad about loving and losing - again. Medium beat and a
wistful feel.
Hellbound Ghost (2:53): Something in my soul dies a-borning / I'm movin' on, I'm movin' on... Mid-tempo yet dark and
moody country song about the demons who plague us all at times. Real - and a bit spooky.
The Road (3:29): Don't matter where you're going, where you might have been / thumbing through the phone book just
to see what town you're in... There's been a lot written about musicians on the road, most of it over-romanticized. This is
the real story of what the road is like if you're not a big star. Slow, moody acoustic country, a bit eerie - Bob Seger goes
country, with a touch of the Eagles.
"Tele-Pickin' Bandit" album arranged, performed, produced, manufactured, and distributed by R.J. "Dusty" Woods. All songs ©2009
Ronald J. Woods, all rights reserved. This compilation ©2009 Ronald J. Woods, all rights reserved. Graphics ©2009 Jeri-Lynn Woods,
all rights reserved. Unauthorized duplication is a violation of applicable laws. Made in Canada.
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COUNTRY:
HONKY-TONK DAYS ALBUM (12 Tracks). Here it is at last, Dusty's 10th
album! The title song, Honky-Tonk Days, describes what it was like back in
Dusty's road-running days, when playing music wasn't just a living, it was fun.
Here you'll find stone country, a humorous touch of fifties, and a chunk of
blues like Lone Frog Blues - all the styles that make up what Dusty calls
"Ultimate Honky-Tonk". Listen for touches of New Orleans R&B, Ray Price
and BB King.
HONKY-TONK DAYS ALBUM: $12.00 CAD ($10.00 USD)

Honky-Tonk Days (2:40): It was a honky-tonk band / four pickers in a van /
headed for another place to play... I got thinking about the time I spent on the
road with various bands and realized I miss it - the good times and bad. This
nostalgic but light-hearted country-rock song is the result.
My Turn To Cry (2:55): We just said goodbye like before / but this time you're the first one out the door... A good ol'
fashioned western swing-type shuffle with twangy guitar - the kind of song that Ray Price would have recorded (wish he
had - I'd be a lot richer now).
The Barstools Are Getting Higher (2:56): Once I was the king of barstool mountain / I'd climb it every night, come what
may... Slow country weeper about a man who's lost his lady and now the drinking doesn't seem quite as much fun as it
was. Thanks to my buddy Randy for the title/idea.
Ex-Darling Blues (2:12): She used to be nice, she used to be sweet / she used to give me lovin' that would knock me off
my feet... A cry-in-your-beer song with a danceable beat. No drums, no bass, no backup vocals... just me and my
acoustic guitar with a fun little country-blues song I wrote a few years back.
Once Around The Dance Floor Instrumental (3:04): Just a nice, nostalgic, mellow guitar instrumental in a country
shuffle. Twin guitar leads for a bit of harmony over the walking bass. This one is kind of old-fashioned and romantic but I
understand that they haven't quite made that a crime yet.
Drive-In Blues (2:47): Took my girl to the drive-in, she went out for a snack / she must have lost her way, 'cause she's
still not back... Okay, I admit it. I'm a "child of the fifties". I love fifties ballads and rock'n'roll (why did they have to
eliminate the "roll" part|?). This is my slightly warped take on a typical fifties ballad about lost love.
Oh Lord A'Mighty (3:01): Oh Lord a'mighty, look what's happened to me... Lighthearted falling-in-love song with a toetapping beat. I'm not sure exactly what category it fits in but it's sort of early 50s/rock'n'roll or rhythm and blues with an
updated lead guitar from the sixties. Is that confusing enough? Listen and see what I mean.
Lone Frog Blues (2:57): And now for something completely different. This ain't country and this ain't fifties. This is the
blues, pure and simple - an upbeat instrumental with hot blues guitar. This highlights another aspect of "Ultimate HonkyTonk". I figured, why release a country album and then a blues album, when I can combine all the parts of my music in
one album the way I do in a live performance. Hope it works.
Bucket-Hole Blues (3:08): My bucket's got a hole in it / I can't buy no beer... Of course, I didn't write this one. Here's my
rockabilly-tinged version of the much-recorded "My Bucket's Got A Hole In It". It's sometimes done as blues, sometimes
country and it's even been done as rock'n'roll a time or two.
Bourbon Street Stroll (3:20): Slow, languid New Orleans-style rhythm 'n' blues instrumental. Different guitar tones,
distorted lead and a whole lof of soul. It IS possible to strut slowly!
CC Rider (3:26): I'm goin' away baby, I won't be back 'till fall... A Dusty take on an old traditional blues, also known as
Easy Rider. Laid-back blues shuffle with additional lyrics from various blues songs.
It's Over (5:29): It's over / all I can do is sit and cry... Slow, sad blues in a loving tribute to the guitar and vocal style of
the late, great BB King. I don't pretend to be anywhere near as good as the King but I love playing this kind of stuff. Slow
walking bass and tasty lead guitar.
"Honky-Tonk Days" album arranged, performed, and produced by R.J. "Dusty" Woods. "My Bucket's Got A Hole In It" and "CC Rider"
traditional; arrangement ©2012 Ronald J."Dusty" Woods, all rights reserved. All other songs ©2012 Ronald J."Dusty" Woods, all rights
reserved. This compilation ©2012 Ronald J. "Dusty" Woods, all rights reserved. Manufactured and distributed by Lone Frog Records,
a division of R.J. Woods Productions. Graphics ©2012 Jeri-Lynn Woods, all rights reserved. Unauthorized duplication is a violation of
applicable laws. Made in Canada.
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BLUES:
ON THE BLUE SIDE ALBUM (12 Tracks). Dusty's premiere blues album.
Take a trip on the blue side of life with originals like Moanin' For My Baby
(lively Chicago blues) and RJ's Blues (jazz-flavoured instrumental blues), plus
new takes on a couple of traditional blues songs like Sitting On Top Of The
World. Uptown or downtown, everybody gets the blues sometimes.
ON THE BLUE SIDE ALBUM: $12.00 CAD ($10.00 USD)

Sitting On Top Of The World (3:57): No use runnin', holdin' up your hand /
Find me a woman like you found a man… Like this traditional blues song, life
doesn't always make sense. Dusty's driving blues-rock take on an old
traditional blues.
Love Slides Away (3:00): Smooth & silky blues instrumental, slow and
sensuous with a touch of regret and notes that slide away like a lost love.
Rising Sun Blues Vocal (7:29): Now there is a house in New Orleans.... House of the Rising Sun as an extended slow
jazz-blues waltz. Smokin' lead guitar and atmospheric yet understated vocal.
Blues Etude in A Minor (4:38): This one stays with you. Moody, sultry instrumental blues with a Latin feel. Reminiscent
of Santana or early Fleetwood Mac (when they were still playing blues).
You Think You've Got The Blues (3:45): You've never been hungry, never been alone / you've never been out on the
street without a home… She never had to lift a hand in her life, but she thinks she's got the blues. Raw blues with a beat
and a bite!
RJ's Blues (3:50): Slinky, laid-back jazz-blues instrumental, BB King style. The Tele really talks on this one!
On The Blue Side (3:13): Black cat howling in the alleyway / the middle of the night, no sign of day... At last, the title track
of the album. Sophisticated jazz-blues with very interesting film noir imagery. Slow and sad and a little spooky - where
dreams go to die.
Shake That Thing (2:24): You gotta shake that thing if you want to get along with me… Warning! This song is NOT
politically correct. Fast and fun bragging blues. Lively boogie bar-band sound.
Bending The Blues (3:16): Medium-slow, funky blues instrumental with a touch of melancholy. Lots of string bending
over a complex bass line.
Wailin' At Midnight (4:37): When it's midnight even the denizens of the dark get the blues! Gritty and mournful
instrumental, rough-edged with a driving bass line.
Last Call Blues (4:07): Extended cocktail-lounge instrumental blues, understated, with a nice beat. Is it blues? Is it
jazz? Guess it's all in how you hear it.
St. James Infirmary (3:44). Let her go and God bless her / wherever she may be... And to finish the album off, an old
traditional blues. Slow, mournful and gritty guitar instrumental with just a little vocal where needed for an eerie effect.
"On The Blue Side" album arranged, performed, produced, manufactured, and distributed by R.J. Woods. "Sittin' On Top Of The
World", "St. James Infirmary", traditional, arranged by R.J. Woods. All other songs © 2003 R.J. Woods, all rights reserved. This
compilation ©2003 R.J. Woods, all rights reserved. Graphics ©2003 Jeri-Lynn Woods, all rights reserved. Unauthorized duplication is
a violation of applicable laws. Made in Canada.
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BLUES:
STILL STANDING ALBUM (12 Tracks). Still standing after all these years...
it's about hard times and tough knocks and keepin' on going. Dusty's second
blues album takes you to the wrong side of midnight with a wailin' Tele. Blues
from mellow and sensuous to twelve-bar blues to a touch of 20s vaudevillestyle blues, plus a tribute to the late, great Ray Charles.
STILL STANDING ALBUM: $12.00 CAD ($10.00 USD)

Twilight Blues (4:30): Take a slow stroll in the twilight with this mellow, laidback instrumental blues. Sun's going down and the evening is calm.
Whiskey And Women (2:47): Whiskey and women / don't you know they're
killin' me…. Mournful, minor-key 12-bar blues with a rock beat.
Too Early Blues (2:27): It's much too early for you to go home / it's a
beautiful evenin', I hate to spend it alone… Light and cheerful acoustic country blues. Reminiscent of early (20's and 30's)
vaudeville, sounds almost like an early radio broadcast. Really - it's MUCH too early for you to go home. Trust me.
Blues For Brother Ray (5:15): Extended instrumental blues with slow blues/gospel beat and a touch of Amazing Grace.
A tribute to the late, great Ray Charles, written on the day he died.
Flirtin' With The Blues (4:25): When a man lose his woman, no tellin' what he might do… Laid-back classic 12-bar blues
with whimsical touches and a danceable beat.
Different Delta, Same Ol' Blues (5:36): Slow, extended delta blues instrumental with clean sound. Sad and reflective
but with a rough edge.
Hard-Lovin' Woman (3:32): The gal I'm lovin', she's so good to me / she might not be every man's cup of tea... Harddriving blues with a rockin' vocal about love.
Homesick Blues (3:19): Laid-back instrumental blues with a complex bass line and just a hint of country flavour. If
you've ever been far from home and missing it, this one's for you.
Wah's Happenin' (3:17): Flashy lowdown blues-funk with nasty wah-wah guitar. Lead guitar practically talks. Part of a
healthy blues breakfast.
Stormy Blues (4:57): Bad storm's comin' / blues fallin' down like rain... Extended, slow 12-bar blues with indigo vocals
and a wailin' guitar to send chills up the spine. Look for the video on YouTube!
New Columbus Stockade Blues (5:01): Way down in Columbus, Georgia / I want to go back to Tennessee... A new
look at an old standard: an extended country/blues version of a traditional bluegrass song, done in a minor key.
Establishes a doleful feeling.
Wrong Side Of Midnight (4:24): Lonely streets and sidewalks, with no direction left to choose / Down to just regrets
now, nothin' more to lose... Slow extended waltz-time blues with some really tasty lead guitar and a hint of gospel
instrumentation. The Tele's wailin' tonight!
"Still Standing" album arranged, performed, produced, manufactured, and distributed by R.J. Woods. "Columbus Stockade", traditional,
arranged by R.J. Woods. All other songs ©2004 R.J. Woods, all rights reserved. This compilation ©2004 R.J. Woods, all rights
reserved. Graphics ©2004 Jeri-Lynn Woods, all rights reserved. Unauthorized duplication is a violation of applicable laws. Made in
Canada.
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BLUES:
GYPSY BLUES ALBUM (12 Tracks). This is the blues side of the double
album "50", helping Dusty celebrate 50 years as a performer! Dusty wrote the
title song in honour of his Telecaster, "Gypsy". A smorgasbord of blues styles
from funky (2B2 Funky) to country-blues (Stage Door Blues) to a jazz-blues
waltz (Rising Sun Blues). Plus a special 13th track (Rising Sun Blues Vocal)
that is only available if you purchase the whole album. (Album trivia: Dusty's
funky fuzz-guitar blues 2B2 Funky is based on one of Dusty's country songs,
B22.)
GYPSY BLUES ALBUM: $12.00 CAD ($10.00 USD)

Gypsy Blues Vocal (2:41): Step inside a gypsy caravan / tell me my future,
'cause I'm a lonely man… Rather spooky-flavoured slow blues with unusual
intro and tasty lead guitar. Inspired by Dusty's Telecaster, "Gypsy".
2B2 Funky (3:28): Mid-tempo, funky blues instrumental with a touch of nastiness. Funky fuzz guitar with basic rock
structure. This one is actually a twist on a country song that Dusty wrote called "B-22"!
Black Alley Blues (3:26): There's a rumble in Black Alley / at least there's gonna be... Play it loud! Mean 12-bar blues
with belligerent vocals and a wicked fuzz tone to the guitar.
Merci Beaucoup Blues (3:09): You went away and left me way back when / now you want to come back and try it
again... Lighthearted, jazzy blues vocal about that lost love wanting to give it one more try.
Evil Wah-Man (4:01): Down and dirty extended blues instrumental with a funky beat and amazing wah-wah guitar. Who
says guitars can't talk?
Rising Sun Blues Instrumental (6:00). Otherwise known as "House of the Rising Sun", this intense blues-rock
instrumental proves that a song done in waltz time doesn't have to be wimpy. Extended slow jazz-blues with a powerful
but melodic lead guitar.
Havana Blues (4:17): Extended Latino blues instrumental with a rough edge and a driving beat. Blues with an attitude.
Has a touch of Santana (I hope).
Good Love Gone Bad (2:59): Moody, slinky blues instrumental combines a touch of meanness with a feeling of regret.
Very tasty lead guitar.
Blueswalk (4:05): Tasty, laid-back extended blues instrumental with notable walking bass. Has a cool, almost insolent
tone.
I Found A Girl (3:05): I found a girl and she has got such tender ways / I'm looking forward to much better days… A
loving tribute to some of the early '60s R&B vocals. Fifties-flavoured blues/R&B with hopeful vocal and that distinctive
Tele tone on the lead guitar.
Stage Door Blues (3:57): I'm flattered that you waited / outside the stage door just to talk to me... Acoustic blues with
ironic vocals and a country flavour, about a traveling musician dealing with his fans. Another side of being on the road.
Gypsy Blues Instrumental (2:42). Rather spooky-flavoured slow blues with tasty lead guitar. A little different feel than
the vocal version.
"Gypsy Blues" album arranged, performed, produced, manufactured, and distributed by Ronald J. "Dusty" Woods. "Rising Sun Blues"
based on "House of the Rising Sun", traditional; arrangement ©2009 Ronald J. Woods, all rights reserved. All other songs ©2009
Ronald J. Woods, all rights reserved. This compilation ©2009 Ronald J. Woods, all rights reserved. Graphics and graphic design
©2009 Jeri-Lynn Woods, all rights reserved. Unauthorized duplication is a violation of applicable laws. Made in Canada.
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CHRISTMAS:
A DUSTY CHRISTMAS ALBUM (12 Tracks). Dusty does Christmas! 12
songs about our favourite time of year ranging from country to rockabilly - and
from traditional carols to blues. "A Dusty Christmas" has something for
everyone: a blues shuffle version of "Jingle Bells", fun Christmas rockabilly,
sad Christmas blues, Santa humour with a light calypso feel, an instrumental
version of "What Child Is This". (Album trivia: Dusty wrote “Deep Winter
Blues” while living in central Alberta, Canada - and no wonder!)
A DUSTY CHRISTMAS ALBUM: $12.00 CAD ($10.00 USD)

What Child Is This Instrumental (2:12): A beautiful guitar/keyboard
instrumental version of this classic Christmas carol, with a medieval jazz
flavour. Very lush and traditional sounding.
Deep Winter Blues (2:26): It's been a long, cold December, the worst I can remember / everybody I know has got the
flu... Whimsical country blues about winters that last too long. About half-way between blues and country with a touch of
Vaudeville flavour.
Under The Mistletoe (3:19): Well, lately Baby's acting cold as ice / so I went to see old Santa for advice... Getting his
baby back with a little advice from Santa. Fast, fun Christmas rockabilly with a 50s feel.
Jingle Bell Blues (4:23): J- J- Jingle bells... Jingle Bells done the Dusty way - as a rockin' blues shuffle with hints of
Elvis in the vocals. Dash through the snow to get this one! (Do you remember the second verse?)
Milk And Cookie Blues (2:32): Milk and cookies all night long / Santa should have known there was something wrong…
Even Santa has his problems! Fun Christmas light country rock with a 50s feel.
First Christmas Alone (3:40): No tree, no decorations, no stockings hung with care / I can't see the point when nobody's
there... Sadness at Christmastime is so much harder to bear. This slow ballad is somewhere between country and "tinpan alley", with some 50s overtones.
Under My Tree (2:41): This year I'm not hanging up my stocking / I don't need no presents, you see… Santa provides a
happy ending in light-hearted Christmas pop-rock vocal with a medium-fast, rather driving beat.
Merry Christmas Blues (3:35): Merry Christmas, pretty baby / have a happy new year... Something very different for
Christmas: Sad and funky song about lost love at Christmas in slow B.B. King-style blues. Dusty gets a chance to
unlimber his "inner blues picker".
Santa Ain't Coming (2:27): Up at the north pole there's some real bad news / Santa's closed up his shop and laid offf the
crew... Don't like the way things are going in the world today? Neither does Santa! Humourous Christmas ditty with light
calypso feel.
The Quiet Manger (2:48): Slow, semi-classical Christmas guitar instrumental with a medieval, almost Byzantine feel.
Pretty, smooth and yet mysterious, with a suggestion of harpsichord. Based on Luke 2:7.
The Magi (3:25): Slow and dignified Christmas instrumental with a mystical, middle-eastern feel. Celebrating the journey
of the Magi (the three kings), the music evokes images of trekking across the desert, following a distant star.
Silent Night Instrumental (4:46): Extended waltz-time guitar version of this classic Christmas carol, slow and melodic.
Varying guitar tones finish with twin guitars weaving in and out of the melody.
"A Dusty Christmas" album performed, arranged, produced, manufactured, and distributed by R.J. Woods Productions. "What Child Is
This", "Jingle Bells", "Silent Night" traditional melodies, arrangements ©2000 Ronald J. Woods, all rights reserved. All other songs
©2000 Ronald J. Woods, al rights reserved. This compilation ©2000 R.J. Woods, all rights reserved. Graphic design and graphics
©2000 Dustwood Media, all rights reserved. Unauthorized duplication is a violation of applicable laws. Made in Canada.
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Dusty Woods
Music Catalogue 2016 Order Form

Album

Qty.

The Sound Of Lonesome
Too Old To Boogie, Too Young To Die
Straight Up, No Rocks
Patchwork
Tele-Pickin' Bandit
Honky-Tonk Days
On The Blue Side
Still Standing
Gypsy Blues
A Dusty Christmas

Use these columns
if paying in
Canadian Dollars:
Price
Total
(CAD)
(CAD)

$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
Subtotal:
$2 Shipping:
TOTAL:

Use these columns
if paying in
US Dollars:
Price
Total
(USD)
(USD)

$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$2.00

$2.00

Your Shipping Address:

Payment Enclosed: ____ Cheque

____ Money Order

If you want to be notified when your order ships, please enter your email below:

Check here if you would like to have your email added to our mailing list:

o

Mail your order form and payment to:
R.J. Woods
PO Box 912
Digby, NS B0V 1A0
Canada
All orders are shipped by Canada Post within 1 business day of our receiving the order.
(Please allow time for your mailed order to reach us).
Shipping time varies depending on your location:
In Canada: 2-10 days
US/International: 2-4 weeks

Dusty Woods is an R.J. Woods Productions artist.
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